In this paper SU (2) and U (1) instantons over the tautological line bundle over CP 1 will be studied. It will be shown that the traditional picture about instantons breaks down: No nontrivial vacua exist in this theory, so we cannot describe them as vacuum-vacuum transitions. However, we suggest that the U (1) instantons could cause transitions changing magnetic charge of a black hole-magnetic monopole system whereas this system itself can be regarded as a time-translation invariant SU (2) instanton.
Introduction
The best known instanton solutions to the Euclidean SU (2) Yang-Mills equations, the so-called BPST solution, are the SU (2) instantons over flat R 4 [2] . These instantons are interpreted as a quantum-mechanical tunnelling phenomenon in gauge theories due to the presence of homotopically inequivalent vacua [5] . These solutions were studied intensively in the mathematical literature and a method for generating most general instanton solutions over flat R 4 with arbitrary compact gauge group was developed early [1] .
However, studying SU (2) instantons over the tautological line bundle over CP 1 we have to face the fact that in spite of the existence of rich instanton structure over the tautological bundle (ie. over its one-point compactification CP
2 ), there does not exist the collection of homotopically nontrivial vacua for a physically relevant observer choosing natural boundary conditions, as it will be shown in Section 2 and 3. Hence we cannot regard these instantons as any vacuum-tunnelling phenomena.
Fortunately, according to the difficult topological properties of the spacetime manifold we can discover an other natural inner degree of freedom: The timetranslation invariant SU (2) instantons can be regarded as magnetic monopoles in the usual way after overcoming small difficulties. This will be demonstrated in Section 4.
In Section 5 we try to formulate the notion of a magnetic transition induced by an Abelian instanton in the case of Abelian monopoles. This picture suggests that true SU (2) monopoles should be able to undergo magnetic transitions caused by SU (2) instantons since they are asymptotically Abelian.
2
Vacuum structure Let (T, CP 1 , C) denote the tautological bundle, i.e. we have c 1 (T ) = −1. As a starting point we choose an explicit Riemannian metric g on T which is perhaps the simplest phisically relevant metric on our manifold. Let us consider the Taub-BOLT metric discovered by D.N. Page [6] :
Here (Ψ, φ) labels usual spherical coordinates on the base S 2 = CP 1 while (r, Θ) are polar coordinates on the fibre R 2 = C and N is a positive constant. As proved in [6] this metric is nonsingular everywhere and it is easy to see that (1) possesses a Killing field ∂/∂Θ whose fixed point set is the base S 2 . If Θ is viewed as a variable proportional to imaginary time (where time is real on an analitically-continued metric with Lorentzian signature − + ++) then the sphere r = 2N may be considered as an event horizon and at r = N one can discover a curvature singularity [6] .
So it is worth viewing −iΘ as a time variable since in this case the Lorentzian analogous of the metric (1) could correspond to a stationary metric possessing a black hole. (Although it is useful to note that Θ parametrizes an S 1 hence from this point of view our choice is not a realistic one. ) We just mention that the metric (1) is a not-self-dual finite action solution to the Euclidean vacuum Einstein's equations [6] , but we are not going to use this fact here.
After identifying the physically most relevant time variable we see that the spacelike submanifold is a Θ =const. surface, i.e. it is naturally fibred with the intervalls (2N, ∞) over S 2 . So it is topologically an S 2 × R. Later we shall see that the phenomena which will be studied are independent of an explicit choise of the metric on T ; nevertheless we assume that all the considered Riemannian metrics have at least one Killing field such that their corresponding Lorentzian metrics are stationary and have a spacelike submanifold S 2 × R suggested by the above explicit example. Now we are in a position to define the (Euclidean) SU (2) Yang-Mills theory over (T, g) by its action:
Here g is a Riemannian metric on T satisfying the above requirements and A ∈ A T . According to the Uhlenbeck's theorem [7] the self dual finite action solutions to the Euclidean SU (2) Yang-Mills equations over T must describe a bundle equipped by a self dual connection over T ∪ {∞} = CP 2 . Before studying these let us consider the vacua on T . First we prove the existence of a temporal gauge on T . Let (x, Θ) be a local coordinate system on T where x ∈ U ⊂ S 2 × R and Θ ∈ S 1 denotes the Killing parameter of the Riemannian metric g on T analytically continued from a stationary Lorentzian one. We show that there exists a gauge transformation h :
One can easily find a local solution to this equation:
Of course, exp : su(2) → SU (2) is the exponential map of SU (2).
Lemma 1. The above solution can be extended to a global solution over T .
Proof. If (P, T, SU (2)) is a principal SU (2) bundle over T then G T ∼ = Γ(P × Ad SU (2), T ) so we must find a nowhere vanishing section locally given by (3) of the adjoint bundle. But observe that this bundle is just a product since its principal SU (2) bundle must be trivial over T according to the fact that T is homotopic to S 2 and π 1 (SU (2)) = 0. Hence the required section exists.♦
Using the embedding U (1) ֒→ SU (2) we can prove the existence of a temporal gauge for u(1) connections in a similar fashion.
Having this result and using the Yang-Mills equation d A F A = 0 we can see that in temporal gauge the rest of components of A are independent of Θ.
Vacua are defined by F A = 0 on T . However instead of this equation in temporal gauge it is sufficent to solve equation F A = 0 on S 2 × R where we denote also by F A the spacelike part of F A throughout the rest of this section.
If A is an SU (2) connection, then
So we can deduce that in both cases we can study group-valued functions on suitable compactification of S 2 × R. Let us denote this function by f .
First note that ∂(
− where S 2 + denotes the "sphere at spacelike infinity" while S 2 − denotes the "event horizon". Hence we have to examine two boundary conditions for f .
Without any difficulty we can understand the possible behaviour of f near S 2 ± . Since π 2 (SU (2)) = 0 or π 2 (U (1)) = 0 there exists a null-homotopic gauge transformation g 1 such that f g 1 → id as r → S 2 + . Similarly, using an other g 2 we can achieve f g 1 g 2 → id as r → S 2 − . Hence we can find a function in each homotopy classes having the required asymptotical behaviour. This means that f can be extended to the three-balls B 3 ± having boundaries S 2 ± respectively without destroying the structure of homotopy classes. In other words f :
Here [X, Y ] 0 denotes the homotopy classes of continous functions from (X, x 0 ) to (Y, y 0 ) satisfying f (x 0 ) = y 0 . This would imply that we colud find the usual inequivalent vacua labelled by integer numbers. However, using a physical argument at this moment based on the notion of causality we show that this vacuum structure looks trivial for an observer outside the black hole.
Since the asymptotically flat outer region containing S 2 + and the black hole region containing S 2 − are causally separated from each other our compactification procedure described above can be correct only from a mathematical point of view taking into account that the centres of the balls B 3 + and B
3
− are identified (observe that T (S 2 × R) is an S 3 with two points glued together). To avoid this confusion substitute T (S 2 × R) by S 3 . Cut up S 3 along the event horizon S 2 − to get the usual decomposition
Note that for an observer outside the black hole only the f
So an observer outside the black hole cannot deduce the existence of homotopically inequivalent vacua in an SU (2) or U (1) theory over T .
In other words if there are two inequivalent vacuum states A 0 and A 1 represented by inequivalent f 0 and f 1 one can always deduce that f 0 homotopic to f 1 over B 3 + i.e. A 0 and A 1 are equivalent for an observer not swallowed by the black hole.
Roughly speaking, the topological differences between vacuum states "can be swept" into the black hole.
Finally, we remark that this causality argument must work also for more realistic black holes than the Lorentzian analogous to (1).
Instanton structure
Now we turn our attention to examining instantons over the tautological bundle T . As mentioned above we have to study instantons over CP 2 which is a wellunderstood problem in this field so we will not say any essential new, only take a fast review.
Since SU (2) bundles over CP 2 are classified by their second Chern classes and H 4 (CP 2 , Z) = Z there may exist nontrivial SU (2) instantons (actually we know these instantons very well [4] ).
It is more interesting that since U (1) bundles are classified by their first Chern classes and H 2 (CP 2 , Z) = Z we would wait the appearance of nontrivial U (1) instantons, too.
Let (E, CP 2 , C 2 ) be an associated SU (2) bundle and (L, CP 2 , C) be an associated U (1) one respectively.
The straightforward verification is left to the reader. The reduction theorem in the theory of vector bundles suggests that over SU (2) bundles with c 2 (E) = −k 2 there can exist reducible connections i.e. whose holonomy group is a subgroup of SU (2) only. We are interested in reducible connections which are also self dual i.e. describe reducible instanton solutions.
If (L, B) is a line bundle over a compact simply connected four-manifold X with an connection B then c 1 (L) = [
is harmonic i.e. △F B = 0.♦ Again, the simple proof is an easy exercise. Let H 2 denote the space of harmonic two-forms over X and define Keeping in mind all these remarks we have arrived at an important point of our explanation: Proposition 3. Let L be a nontrivial line bundle over CP 2 and g be a generic metric on CP 2 . Then there exists a self dual
As stated in Proposition 2 if there was at least one self dual connection on L we would have also c 1 (
We have the desired result that CP 2 with generic metric can be endowed with U (1) instantons! The existence of SU (2) instantons over CP 2 is widely known [4] .
We may observe that these SU (2) and U (1) instantons are not independent of each other: if B is a self dual connection on L then
. This is a reducible SU (2) instanton on an SU (2) vector bundle E with c 2 (E) = −k 2 predicted by the reduction theorem mentioned above. In summary, we have established that the instanton sector of the theory (2) contains both "ordinary" SU (2) instantons and "fake" SU (2) instantons with instanton number −k 2 which can be splitted into a pair of U (1) instantons having U (1) instanton numbers k and −k respectively.
The vacuum structure of the theory does not contain nontrivial vacua, however.
Magnetic monopoles
In the following sections we try to cope with the interpretation of the facts collected above.To do this we leave the vacuum sector and turn our attention to examining time-translation invariant SU (2) instantons over CP 2 . First of all we deal with the general approach which is a slight modification that of [3] .
Let (X, g) be a compact Riemannian four-manifold and let X be furnished by an S 1 action. Moreover we suppose that the orbits of this S 1 action agree with the integral curves generated by the Killing field of the metric g. If F denotes the fixed point set of the S 1 action then M = X \ F has a free S 1 action hence we may form the factor manifold N = M/S 1 . Generally N can have boundary of the form ∂N = ∪ j S j where each S j compact surface without boundary. In other words we have got an S 1 bundle (M, N, S 1 ). Since the metric is compatible with the S 1 action we also have a metric h on N i.e. (N, h) is a Riemannian three-manifold with boundary. We note that in [3] the bundle (M, N, S 1 ) is supposed to be trivial. Now let (P, X, SU (2)) be an SU (2) bundle over X equipped by anS 1 action covering the S 1 action on X (S 1 is the double covering of S 1 ).
Definition 1. A time-translation invariant (orS
Let (Q, N, SU (2)) be a principal SU (2) bundle over N and let A 3 be an SU (2) connection on Q and Φ a Higgs field i.e. Φ ∈ Γ(N, Q × Ad su(2)). The pair (A 3 , Φ) is said to be a magnetic monopole on N if it satisfies the Bogomolny equations:
We emphasize that * denotes three-dimensional Hodge-star if it appears in Bogomolny equations and denotes the four-dimensinal one if it can be found in a self duality equation. The standard boundary conditions for (4) are:
Here the inner product on su(2) is the usual < α, β >= −2Tr(αβ). The m j ∈ R + 0 are called the masses of the monopole. Let P ′ = π * Q be the pullback of Q under π : M → N . Of course P ′ automatically has anS 1 action and can be considered as P | M where M is endowed by a metric g at least conformally equivalent to that on X. Denote by ∂/∂Θ the vector field induced on P ′ by theS 1 action and by dΘ the dual form.
is anS 1 invariant connection on P ′ and every such connection can uniquely written in this way.
If we had M = N × S 1 than we would be able to write (4) as
and A would be anS 1 invariant self dual connection on P ′ which could be viewed as a restriction of an appropriate invariant self dual connection on X. In other words our monople would correspond to an SU (2) instanton possessing time-translation invariance. Furthermore equation (5) would be equal to (2) substituting M for T in (2) .
The trouble is that since M is not a product bundle the Riemannian metric g on M generally is not a direct sum of the "spacelike" metric h on N and the "timelike" metric on S 1 , (see for example the explicit metric (1)). Hence the three and four dimensional Hodge stars are not simply related to each other. The state of affairs seems very disappointing due to the following proposition: Proof. Considering the locally trivial bundle (M, N,
1 which implies that we may choose a function A : U q → SO(n) (n = dim M ) such that
Hence exits a local section of the bundle (W,
As usual, S 0,2 M denotes the bundle of symmetric (0, 2)-type tensors over M . If we could extend this local section of W over U q to a global nowhere vanishing section A : N → W then we would be able to transform the metric into the required form over the whole N i.e. over the whole M due to the Killing field of the metric g.
Let us calculate dim V ! Since dim SO(n) = 1 2 n(n − 1) and the number of constraints is n − 1 we have simply
The bundle (W, N, V ) always has a global section if dim V > dim N i.e.
(n − 1)(n − 2) 2 > n − 1.
which implies n > 4 as stated.♦
We can see that in the physically relevant case when n = dim M = 4 there is no general guarantee that a metric given in Proposition 4 can be transformed into blockdiagonal form. This implies that in the general case when (M, N, S 1 ) is nontrivial there is no natural relation between magnetic monopoles and timetranslation invariant instantons. Now consider our problem with M = T \ S 2 − and N = S 2 × R. Not difficult to see that the bundle (M, S 2 × R, S 1 ) is not trivial. However, since S 2 × R is homotopic to S 2 hence every vector bundle over S 2 ×R is isomorphic to a vector bundle over S 2 . Particularly this is true for (W, S 2 × R, V ). Note that if we are in four dimensions then dim V = 3 > dim S 2 = 2 so the bundle (W, S 2 × R, R 3 ) has a nowhere vanishing section i.e. every metric considered in Proposition 4 can be written in blockdiagonal form over our Euclidean spacetime manifold.
Hence especially in this case (4) and (5) are equivalent to (7) if all m j are positive integer [3] . Moreover the energy expression (5) agrees with the action (2).
Magnetic transitions
Being happy of this result usingS 1 -invariant instantons over the tautological bundle we can construct magnetic monopoles on
− , according to (5) we can choose two integer masses for our monopole system.In order to exploit this inner richness of the monopole we choose a more general conformal compactification of (T, g) instead of the one-point compactification (CP 2 , g ′ ) namely (CP 2 #CP 2 , g#g), the connected sum of two CP 2 . To construct CP 2 #CP 2 , we remove the "point at infinity" from CP 2 and glue two CP 2 \ {∞} ≃ T together along the resulting S 3 . Not difficult to see if g approaches a flat metric near ∞ on T then one can construct a metric g#g on X := CP 2 #CP 2 such that g#g| T equals g up to a conformal factor. If g possesses a Killing field having induced integral curves homeomorphic to S 1 than this is true also for g#g which defines a natural S 1 action on X. Again, this induces anS 1 action on the principal SU (2) bundle (R, X, SU (2)) covering the S 1 action on X. Cutting off the fixed point set of the S 1 action on X (that set is assumed to be the two S 2 ± generating the second homology, H 2 (X, Z) = Z ⊕ Z, suggested by the explicit example (1)) we may define M := X \ (S 2 + ∪ S 2 − ) and form M/S 1 := N ≃ S 2 × R. Hence M is a nontrivial S 1 bundle over S 2 × R, the "doubling" of the original S 1 bundle in T \ S 2 − . Giving a self dual connection on (P, CP 2 , SU (2)) one can produce a self dual connection on (R, X, SU (2)) which means that there exists the notion of (S 1 -invariant) SU (2) instantons over X. Similarly, since the intersection form, q X , of X is also positive definit there are (S 1 -invariant) U (1) instantons on line bundles over X taking into account Proposition 3. Hence using only the existence ofS 1 -invariant instantons in our theory (2) we can produce magnetic monopoles.
Let E = R× SU(2) C 2 endowed by anS 1 -invariant self dual SU (2) connection. Then we may write
where L ± are line bundles over S 2 ± with first Chern classes (or magnetic charges) With all this in mind we can write the pure Yang-Mills-energy integral (4) as
Note that the integer (8) also coincides with the instanton number of the correspondingS 1 -invariant instanton. Now the time has come to explain why we could regard instantons as tunnelling between different magnetically charged monopoles. Our natural motivation is that we cannot find nontrivial U (1) vacua whereas Abelian monopoles appear naturally using only the existence of Abelian instantons as follows.
Restrict our attention to the case when the Yang-Mills energy (8) can be written in the following form:
In this case the corresponding SU (2) bundle splits into a Whitney sum of two line bundles over the whole 
If A and A ′ denotes the corresponding four dimensionalS 1 -invariant vector potential given by (6) 
It is natural to assume that one can find an Abelian instanton B on K such that the corresponding curve in the space of pairs (A 3 , Φ) parametrized by imaginary time connects the points (A 3 , Φ) and (A ′ 3 , Φ ′ ). Or we could equivalently say that B would describe a magnetic transition connecting the two differntly charged magnetic monopoles with the same energy.
Concluding remarks
We have seen that in our model theory given by (2) or in a corresponding U (1) theory over the tautological bundle there exist no nontrivial vacua due to the causal properties of the spacetime manifold. On the other hand one can find a rich instanton sector in these theories.
These facts force us to find another interpretation for our instantons. This goal seems realistic due to the existence of a magnetic monopole-black hole system derived from time-translation invariant instantons. Taking into account this observation it seems natural to describe instantons as semi-classical tunnelling between differently charged magnetic monopoles with the same (pure Yang-Mills)energy.
Note that our theory cannot be a realistic one from a physical point of view since "time" is parametrized by an S 1 which is essential in order to find the required correspondence between instantons and monopoles. But note that magnetic monopoles can be approximated by a sequence of time-translation invariant instantons if time is parametrized by the usual R. Hence using a more careful analysis we could establish our conclusions in a physically relevant gauge theory.
In our next paper we try to represent our ideas explicitly using a fixed metric.
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